
Jamie Oliver + WIREWAX 

Viewer watches a Jamie Oliver video. Led by Jamie, we’d see this as an experience 
where viewers can play the video in-time with their cooking. WIREWAX hotspots 

create interactive points in the video. A viewer can click these hotspots at any point 
in the video to view up additional information or answer questions. This example is 

roughly based off of this recipe for Christmas turkey by Jamie.
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Start Card
Introduction to the Video

The start card will play at the beginning of the video, giving viewers 
the estimated time of the tutorial and ensuring they’re ready to begin.

Overlay Type #3
Time Checks & Timer

This overlay would be used to start a timer based on the viewer’s response. If the viewer is ready, a second 
turkey timer will be placed in the lower right hand corner to help them keep track of its exact cooking time.

Cooking Timeline & Clock
Important Points

At all times during the video, a timeline will appear on the left hand side which indicates how far through  
the tutorial the viewer is and what they can expect next. A clock will also sit in the lower right hand corner showing the 

current time and the time until the meal will be finished.

Overlay Type #1
Cooking Steps

Whenever a new component of the meal is started, an overlay will appear informing the viewer 
of which dish they’re about to create. It will also list the necessary ingredients, and ask the  

viewer to click each one to begin the video.

Hotspot Type #1
Static Hotspots

While the tutorial continues and Jamie begins to cook, static “Step By Step” hotspots will appear at the 
bottom of the video to remind viewers of the most important instructions Jamie is giving. 

Hotspot Type #2 & Overlay Type #2
Must Have Items

Throughout the video, hotspots will also be attached to certain items Jamie uses. This particular “Must 
Have Item” hotspot will showcase cooking tools that Jamie recommends. Clicking on these hotspots will 

bring up the overlay below, telling viewers more about the item and how they can purchase it. 

Overlay Type #3
Reminder Overlays

As Jamie will be guiding viewers through the cooking of several dishes, at certain points throughout 
the video, these “Reminder” overlays will pop up to make sure the viewer has done certain important 

tasks, such as pre-heating their oven. 

Hotspot & Overlays Continued
Cooking Steps

These images illustrate how the rest of the tutorial might look as Jamie continues 
to follow the important stes along the Cooking Timeline at the left hand side of the video. 

The video would have a mixture of overlay and hotspot types.

Overlay Type #4
Branching

At certain junctions in the video, the viewer will be asked to pick between options. For instance, 
they might be asked what sort of gravy they would prefer to make, and the appropriate tutorial will begin.

End Card
Check Out More Tutorial Videos

Upon completing the video, this end card will appear,  
allowing users to watch other similarly interactive videos with Jamie.

http://www.jamieoliver.com/recipes/turkey-recipes/christmas-turkey-with-homemade-gravy-roast-potatoes-veg-and-pork-and-onion-stuffing/

